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By JEN KING

The slowing of China's economy has afforded neighboring countries such as South Korea an opportunity to become
a tourist destination, which in effect has brought increased exposure to the country's products.

South Korean beauty products in particular have seen a rise in popularity, at the expense of Western brands who
entered the Chinese market when the playing field was more fruitful. According to L2's "The Beauty China: The Rise
of Korean Brands" Insight Report, Western skincare and color cosmetics have seen share erosion while interest in
South Korean beauty is skyrocketing, now accounting for nearly a quarter of cosmetic imports to China.

"South Korea is the source of innovation for the beauty industry," said Danielle Bailey, research director at L2, New
York. "The hottest products in recent years including bb cream and cushion compacts that Western brands have
copied, originated in South Korea.

"South Korean products are perfectly positioned for the current climate, with excellent price to value ratios and often
touting natural ingredients," she said.

"Both online and offline Korean brands are expanding their reach. Beauty bloggers and vloggers always on the hunt
for the next thing have already begun to feature South Korean products, introducing them to a global audience."

My lipgloss is K-Poppin'
From fashion magazines to beauty bloggers, South Korean-made products have taken the cosmetic industry by
storm. With innovative products and ingredients along with mid-range pricing and the influence of K-Pop celebrities,
the value of South Korean products being imported to China has increased by more than 250 percent.

Accounting for nearly a quarter of cosmetics imported to China, South Korean beauty's impact on the Chinese
market is up 126 percent from the year-ago.

As South Korean beauty has increased in popularity and demand, Western brands have seen a slow decline in
interest among China's population. Skincare and color cosmetics have witnessed a 4.8 percent and 3.8 percent
decline, respectively in 2014.

Beyond innovative products, South Korean beauty brands are also excelling online, giving Chinese brand sites
"much needed facelifts" by incorporating functionality and content that drives loyalty, trial and ecommerce. With
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similar cultures, South Korean beauty brands may have better luck infiltrating the Chinese market in ways that
Western brands have yet to master.

To this point, European- and United States-based beauty brands' digital IQ dipped in China. But in comparison,
Korean brands saw an average 18 percent year-over-year digital IQ growth and local Chinese brands only 2 percent.

Este Lauder's ecommerce site for South Korea

L2 found that Korean brands' indexes on popular Chinese search platforms Baidu and Weibo are more than 1.5 and
4 times the index average, respectively. This finding reflects popularity and purchase intent across search, social
and ecommerce platforms.

South Korea's Innisfree beauty brand leads the pack on Baidu an index of 11,194, and a year-over-year growth of 89
percent. Western brands dominate the top 10 Baidu index with Kiehl's, Este Lauder, LVMH-owned Sephora and
Lancome placing.

On Weibo, South Korean brand Lanege leads all brands with more than 2,100 average monthly mentions on the
platform. When looking at Weibo, South Korean beauty is the subject of 42 times the conversations than the Index
average, showing the platform's ability to provide additional earned media and sentiment.

L2 also considered Chinese marketplaces Taobao, owned by Alibaba, and Tmall, where Innisfree and Lanege are
among the top 10 most-searched for brands. These South Korean brands share the top 10 with Western brands such
as L'Oreal Paris, Chanel and Este Lauder as well as local brands and Japan's Shiseido.

As with many industries, L2 found that there is still room for ecommerce, SEO and social commerce improvements
to be made. Increasing focus in these areas will allow South Korean beauty brands to secure better positioning in the
Chinese beauty market.

Western and South Korean beauty brands should consider the marketing success of Innisfree and Lanege when
formulating strategy for the Chinese consumer.
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Innisfree lipstick campaign

L2 cites Innisfree as "leading the pack" due to its lead in search volume on Baidu, Taobao and Youku. Innisfree
maintains a direct-to-consumer brand site with a cross-channel loyalty program, video libraries and user-generated
content aggregated from social media. The brand also offers a mobile-optimized Web site and mobile exclusives.

Last spring, Innisfree cast South Korean influencers Lee Minho and Yoona for the "Summer Love" cross-channel
campaign for its Summer Foundation Cushion product. The campaign featured five videos that told a love story, two
of which became the brand's most viewed with an average of 181,000 views.

Innisfree rounded out the campaign with social content including a WeChat post that saw 10,600 thousand views.
Also, the campaign's #Innisfree hashtag, had 17.7 million impressions and 36,000 mentions on Weibo.

Lanege is similarly digital-savvy, expanding its reach through content-based efforts found on WeChat and Youku. On
these social platforms Lanege has seen 7 and 3 times the views on the index average.
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Lanege dual-color lipstick campaign

The brand's most successful effort on Youku was "Fashion in Seoul," a video which garnered approximately 2
million views. Fashion in Seoul showed the protagonist using WeChat, allowing for cross-platform inclusion.

This was followed up by South Korean drama "Descendents of the Sun" in March 2015. Starring Kang Mo Yeon,
Lanege's spokesmodel since 2008, the online show has reached 440 million viewers in China.

Lanege has also been successful in ecommerce and search. The beauty brand holds 25 percent of mobile organic
brand term search results, compared to the 16 percent average in the category. Similarly, Lanege's average number
of followers on Tmall is  3 times the average, and double the average on mobile.

The South Korean beauty market is not only seeing a spike in interest in China, but also in North America.

"We are starting to see Korean vertical retailers expand beyond their borders," Ms. Bailey said. "Nature Republic
opened its first company operated flagship store in New York's Union Square earlier this year.

"This marks the first time the brand has opened a store in a non-Asian neighborhood in North America," she said.
"Other South Korean brands are likely to follow.

"In the retail environment, from a product knowledge, customer service, consultative sales and selection
perspective, Korean brands also have an advantage."

Joining the party
South Korea's popular culture, brands and blazing Internet speeds are propelling the country into territory that has
long been occupied by the United States, according to L2's founder at the L2 Forum 2014.

Whether it is  a multinational beauty brand taking cues from South Korean labels or Seoul's rapid climb up the luxury
mountain, the Northeast Asian country is disrupting global dynamics on a few fronts (see story).

L2's predictions from 2014 are proving to be true with the beauty sector and high-end fashion taking note.

Beauty marketer Este Lauder Cos., for instance, strengthened its presence in South Korea by purchasing an interest
in Have & Be Co. Ltd's Dr. Jart+  and Do The Right Thing.
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The investment in South Korean skincare brands will keep Este Lauder on the cutting edge of the country's beauty
innovation and trends. The investment will also help Este Lauder increase its presence in Asia and capitalize on a
growing South Korean beauty wave ahead of a potential global flourish (see story).

BB creams by South Korea's Dr. Jart+

In the fashion sector, France's Christian Dior expressed its commitment to South Korean consumers with its first
boutique in the country's capital.

Dior promoted its Seoul boutique both on social media and its branded blog DiorMag leading up to the store's
opening June 2015, along with its traveling exhibit "Esprit Dior" which landed in South Korea at the same time. As
China begins to simmer, luxury houses are looking elsewhere in Asia, such as South Korea and Japan, to tap into
affluent consumers as other emerging markets begin to develop and stabilize (see story).

Western beauty brands vying for Chinese interest may be able to learn from successful South Korean labels.

"We believe that South Korean brands digital performance and investments are forward looking indicators of market
success," Ms. Bailey said. "To compete Western brands should leverage the popularity of South Korean and identify
South Korean acquisition targets to add to their portfolios.

"Western brands should also re-prioritize their digital investment strategies," she said. "Often operating with a 'what
works here will work in China' mentality, many Western brands have focused on building sophisticated brand sites
and traditional search engine optimization and marketing, despite most Chinese purchase and search activity
occurring on ecommerce platforms such as Tmall, JD.com and Jumei."
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